Extended Leadership Development Workshop
for WNU Summer Institute Alumni

17 to 20 May 2020, St Petersburg, Russia
A continuation of the most prestigious career development programme for nuclear leaders

The Extended Leadership Development Workshop (ELD) solidifies the WNU Alumni network that has reached now 1214 members covering 85 countries and it keeps expanding! It is an opportunity to reconnect and increase your network with the nuclear industry’s best, update yourself on evolutions in the nuclear industry, while building upon the foundations laid down at Networks of Nuclear Innovations.

We are looking forward to what will be a lively and enlightening programme!

Information for registration
To participate in the WNU Extended Leadership Development Workshop, please register by 16 February at:
www.world-nuclear-university.org/programmes/extended-leadership-development-workshop

There is no fee for the WNU ELD Workshop.
Programme

The ELD2020 technical programme will feature a plenary session with invited leaders followed by topical sessions, technical visits to Leningrad NPP-2 with VVER-1200 3+ generation reactor, to Leningrad NPP-1 with RBMK-1000 reactor and ROSATOM’s nuclear information center.

The thematic of the ELD2020 will include, but not limited to the following:

• leadership aspects
• advanced nuclear technologies including SMRs and non-electric applications (isotopes and hydrogen production)
• nuclear for sustainable development
• nuclear new builds and associated risks including financing, safety and security issues, closure of the nuclear fuel cycle
• innovations in spent nuclear fuel management
• team-building activity focusing on critical analysis and creativity skills for innovation.

If you are interested in providing your contribution in the ELD2020, please contact Alina Constantin (WNU SI2014) at: alina.constantin@world-nuclear.org

Venue and recommended accommodation

The ELD2020 venue will be located at Vladimirskiy prospekt, 15a, St. Petersburg.

The recommended hotels are the following:

• Station Hotel Premier V18 4* ([https://en.station-hotels.ru/v18](https://en.station-hotels.ru/v18)), address: St. Petersburg, Kolokolnaya street, 2/18 (3 minute walk from ELD2020 venue)
• Station Hotel M19 3* ([https://en.station-hotels.ru/m19](https://en.station-hotels.ru/m19)), address: St. Petersburg, Marata street, 19

Please, use promo code «ROSATOMSTATION» to get 20% discount for staying at the hotel from 17 May to 21 May.

Quote from past Alumni events:

“The WNU Summer Institute was a transformative experience, and the Alumni Assembly allows one to sustain that transformation over the years.”

Shehab (Sunny) G. Mustafa, Ontario Power Generation, (WNU SI 2009)

“The Alumni Assembly has successfully inherited and developed the spirit of the WNU Summer Institute by providing continuous opportunities to solidify the international alumni network. I am very proud to be a member of the alumni and the fellows always inspire and encourage me to constantly improve myself in my career.”

Peichen SUN (WNU SI 2010)